STOP CORRUPTION
SAVE NATION!!
Corruption as a survival strategy?

Need quite early down the road becomes simple greed.
4 Pillar approach in anti-corruption & compliance

Prevention
Education awareness raising
Repression/investigation (law) enforcement
& Cooperation
Empowering professionals
IACA PARTIES & SIGNATORIES

World Map as of 12 May 2014

In total:

55 ratifications/accessions
53 Signatories

GRECO: Observer Status (October 2011)
UN ECOSOC: Consultatory Status (July 2011)

UN General Assembly:
Observer Status (Res 68/122 of 16 Dec 2013)
Master in Anti-Corruption Studies
MACS 2012
No to corruption

AC (bad news) industry ...... ?
"One day our country will be corruption free". Which tense is it??

Future
Impossible
Tense
Grand Unified AC Theory ???
Welcome to Sierra Leone

If you cannot help us
Please do not corrupt us
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CORRUPTION IS DEADLY

STOP IT!
SANDCASTLE CONTEST

"First World"

Source: www.cartoonstock.com
WE'RE STILL MISSING A KEY TRANSLATOR...

Rhetoric into Action

A.U. Launch